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ABSTRACT
Five endurance trained female athletes (A, V02max = 59.3 ± 3
m1/kg/min)and five seidentary nonathletes (NA, '02max = 41。0
■ 3 m1/ko/min)ヽwere studled during`the follicular and luteal
phases′of the∫m nStrual cylle、tto determine if any
phaise―inducむむ alterat・lons in aerobic‐caphci・ty cou=ld be
,assessed by´_an iTcremental, disCOntinuous treadmill test.
Subjects included normally menstruating undergraduate
students from lthacd cOllegee  Ouadriceps strength, power,
and endurance were measured on a Cybett II isOkinetic
dynamometer.  In additlon, resting and posttreadmill V02max,
plasma glucose, and lactate values, as well ag delta scores‐
‐                   」(△.glucoge, △ lactate)representing changes frOm the
beginning tO the end of the treadmill test, were obtained at
lu1ヽ9al and follicular phases.  Pla.1lla glucose (mg/100 ml')       .
was determined with the o―toluidlhe method´(HYVarinen &
Nikkala, 1962)ヽwhile lactic acid (mg/100 ml)was assessed
by the enzymatic methOd (Mohme―Lund olm, Svedmyr, & VamOs,
1965).  Usingia MANOVA des・ign, a significantly higher
,ёrObiC Capacity (52.9 ± 4 vs. 47.7 ±  m1/kg/min)was
Observed duting´the follicular phase in bOth tt and NA groups
(despite a 10wered ventilatory drive, VEmax).  During the
same phase, △ glucOSe and △ lactate were・algo elevated abOve
luteal phase v●lues.  In contrast, greater isOkinetic                 、
strength, power, and endurance were qbserved in all subjects
during the lutさa! phase despite`significant di'fferences in
absolute values between A and NA groulS.  The results
Indicate that optimal performance is-phase-dependent
regardless of training status, while the type of-activity
being performed determines the menstrual phase of choice
(fol I icular vs. luteal ). when compared to the A subje-cts,
the NA subjects showed greater phase-induced changes in al I
cardioFulmonary and Cybex isokinetic measures. The smal ler
phase-induceU dlfferences ln cardiopulmonary measures and in
quadriceps isokinetic strength, pok'er, and endurance implied
a training-induced adaptation to the hormonal fluctuations
associated with different phas-es of the menstrual cycle.
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Chapter 1'
INTRODUCTION
The impact of the menstrual..cycle on the female must be
addressed in order to ansrrer the many questions being raised
in this era of biofitness. Both phypiological and
psychological effects of the menstrual cycle must.be
examined if we-are to fully understand its implications.
. 
The psychological factore may manifest themselves through
anxiety,r fatigue, nervousness, and other more disturbed
emotional states. However, there are.many myths and
, preconce'ived. ideas about "the menstrual eroman" that' need to
, b'e abolished (Gendel., L976>. Although there are definitb i
- 
physiological 
.changes ttrat occur with varying menstrual
Phases, there is not enough combined statistical evidenbe to
. 
"cause.the-prevention of participation in athletics at any
particular phase. 'Albohm <t976) asserted that the smal I
amount of blood lost during the,menstrual phase does not
alter performance as long as iron intake is adequate.
'Erdel yi <L976) asserted that exercise of ten has both
physical and mental benefits, the most notable being relief \
of certain symptoms associated with the premenstrual
syndrome.
- 
The prbiren3irua I synorrinie " bnd..i ts symdtbms -may be oneJ-'i-
2factor that alters a female's athletic performance..
Researchers are d I go I nvest I gat i rig the ro I es that
. 
-gonadotrophic hormones, ovarian hormones, water weight
retention, body fat, and catecholamlne release play ln the
. 
"'woman's response to. exercise during varlous phases' of the
'inen5trual cycle. Evidence'has tndicated that certain phases
are more conducive to increased coordination and
performance. Consequently, the questlon regarding the
alteration of the cycle with hormonal" pi t ls has recently
been rais6d. Birth control pills, as a means of delaying or
. 
alter"ing the menstrual f low, are thought by some. experts to
'. be a form of blood doping. However, Erdelyi <L9?6) stated
that hormonal pitls are merely restoring the best phase of
the cycle and are not lncreasing the original capability ot
the athlete. This question of' the alteration of the
menstrual cycle, along with mariy other questions, isl
_ 
continual ly being raised, especial ly by the high level
periornier. Thus, dt the point when both female
participation in athletics and the guestions regarding
exercise and menstruation ere on the rise, more precise
. information is'warranted..
Sqopb of - Prbb lpm
The effects of the fol I icular and luteal phases of the
inenstrua I cyc I e on the physi ca I perf ormance of f ema I e
athletes 'and nonathletes $rere examined; The. perf ormance
parameters studied were maximal aerobic capacity (vO2max),
muscular strength, bower, and endurance, and the plasma
glucose and lactate response to exercise. Maximal aerobic
capacity was det6rmined with a treactni I I test, and muscular
strength, power, and endurance were measured with the Cybex
Il Isokinetic Dynamometer.
The'subjects were five female nonathletes and five
fOmale athletes competlng in a spring,sport at Ithaca
,l
Col ldger Eliih "siubject was tested twicd--oncer (u"riing
i
folIicular phase and ohce during the luteal phase <14
,'r,li-i.
af ter the ons6t of 'mensitruition). ,. .t
Statement of 'Problem
'The ef f ects of the fol I icular and' luteal phases
maximal aerobic capacity <i0z*.*>', muscular strength,
and endurance, and plasma glucose and lactate levels
(determined prior to and'after the treactniII test) of
athletes" and nonathletes were invest.igated.
Nul I Hvpothesis
The hypothesis of the study was as fol lows:
There is no dlfference in performance parameters of
athletes and nonathletes measured during the fol I icular and
I utea I phases of the menstrua I cyc I e..
Assumptions of Studv
The following assumptions $rere made f or the purpose of
the study:
L. Fitness lgy.ls wil I not be appreciably increased
during the 2-week Jesting sban of each individual subject.
Z. The Cybex II Isokinetic'Dynamome'ter test is an
adequate measure of muscular strength, power, and endurance.
the
days
on the
POVJeT,
,4
3. The treacfni I I test is an adequati measure of
maximal aerobic capacity.
4. The participation on a varsity spring'sport
provides a sufficient basis for'the categorization of
ath I etes and nonath I etes..
5. The subjects responded fully to the instructions
and encouragement offered by ifr" investigator.
6. Investigator bias was minimized through the use of
a single bl ind set-up, In which a mediator recorded the
phdse of the subject's menstrual cycle.i
Dgfinition of Terms'
For the purpose of the study, the fol lowing terms are
def i ned be I ow:
1. Cvbex II Isokinetic-Dvnamomet'er: an isokinetic
device which imposes a resistance only as great as the force
which the subject can generate.
2. Maximal Aerobic Capacitv (f0^max): the point, '
expressed at STPD,.during incremental exercise at which the
oxygen consumption plateaus and Shows no further increase or
only I ight change as workload (power output) is
i ncreased.
!i
e; I\, v., SIBD: the volume <if gas 'expressed under standard
condi t i ons of temperature <ZlS" K> , pre'ssure <7GO rnmHg) , and
dry (no water. vapor).
4. Vt ana V2: the volume of expired air measuied from
the Parkinson-Cowen Meter, where V1 is the initial meter
reading, and V2 is the final reading taken after the expired
ヽ「
|
air lhas passed through the meter for the deSired.col lection
Itlme. Also, Vl VZ = total volume of gas'expired through
the 'meter,
5. St'eadv State: a condition in which there i's a
balぎhce betweei the oxYgen requirement and the oxygёn
l艶ptty・ ノ
ト
5. Fol.l icular Phase: the f irst hal f of the menstrual
cyc I e , begi nn"i ng wi th the onset of menstruat i on .
?. Lutea,l PhaFe: the second half of the menstrual
I
cyc I E , begi nn i ng .wi th the onset of ovu I at'i on .
ll
I
- 1 8. Cv6ex Isokinetic'Strenqth: the pehk slow-speed
i
tor.que obtained at the 50 degr'ee per.s6cond setting.
i t. Cvbex Isokinetlc Powerr the peak fast-speed torque
I
obtaiined at the, 180 degre6 per second setting.
ll
110. Cvbex Isokinetic Endurance: the number of
1'repetitions to 50% fa'tigrue during a maximal effort
lr
?unct i ona'l speed test .
1, De I imi tat"i ons of ' Studv
"t
rThe' del imitations of the study were as fol lows:
. L. Only normal ly menstruating subjects (those who
consistently menstruate once per month) were utilized in
th i si, study.
I
2. Only undergraduate. students (N = 10) at Ithaca
Co I I ege' were used f or th i s study:.
I
',3. AI I subjects perf ormed a S-minute warm-up prior to
4. Only the Cybex II was utilized to determine
muscu I ar strength,,, power, and endurance.
5. A nonconti'nuous treactni I I protocol was usid_to
detttrdine‐10 pax.
Limitationg of Studv
I The limitati9ns Of.the study were as follows:
1 1.  Results apply only to undergraiduate females ranging
in ゴ0こ from 19 to・22。
1 2。  Results apply only to normally menstruating       …
fさma・leo.
・      3。 Muscular strength, power, and endurance results
・ appl, only to the C,bex II Isok'inetic Dynamometer.
卜 4:  V02max results'apply only to noncontinuoug
treⅢHl protocols.
…
     15.  PerforTanCe_r,Sultg may have been influenced by
.  uncontiolled envi・ronmental_factors, such as sleep, lliness,
,and ti。し
6
Chapter 2
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
Current｀interesti ln the area of menstruatlon and
ettbrc'Ise,haぎ‐foごused・on t"ov｀eril dppiihg aneas= (a)the
い・??
?
ef.fect・that exbむclきe`hag)on,menstrual funむtion、 nd (b)the
ef f ect of th'e'menstrual cycle, on hormonal , metabol ic,
I
cardiovascular, and physiologicil responses to exercise.
Tniis discussion wil I focus on the latter of the two areas,
prLceded by a short lntroduction on normal menstrual
function.
1
|
|
Normal Mengtrual Function
Ill e woman's I ife may be divlded' into three stages'based
I
onii reproductive function. These stages include childhood
I
immaturity before puberty, child-bearlng years, and
menopausal yearsl Puber'ty is recognized by the. beginning of
thb'first menstrual period, or menarche. The menarche marks.
the beginning'of the reproductive function of the ovaries.
Thb menstrual cycle is regrulated by the anterior pituitary
gland, which is respon3ible- for the secretion of the
gohadotropic hormones (VandeWiele, Bogrumi l, Dyrenfurth,
IEertn,. Jewelewlcz, Wanren, Rizkal lah, & Mlkhai l, L97O>.
i The gonadotropic hormones consist of fol I icle
I
1
stimulating horrhones, which initiate the'development of the
l!fol licie, and Iuteinizing hormones, which bring about the
8srlowth or {
turn, stimu
|
estrogen an
he corpus luteum. The gonadotroplc hormones, iD
late the ovaries to produce the o"varian hormones,
cl progesterone, which have a profound effect on
th'e I ining,of the uterus. Specif ical ly, f ol I icle-
l;
stlimulatinsj hormones stimulate the fol I icle to proctuce
I
' estrogen, which has an influence on the endometrlum during
. th'e foll icular stage, or the f irst. half of the menstrual
cycle. Ebtrogen'causes a slight thickeni'ng of the uterine
*"'l i wi th . some gl andu I ar prol i f erat i on .. Estrogen
I
es'Sential ly prepares the uterus for the action of
t,
Iprbgesterone, which is the'second ovarian hormone.1..
II Progesterone is.secret-ed. under the inf Iuence of
luteini:zing hormone. Progesterone causes a considerable
. thickening of the-endometrium; ah increase in the blood
1
supply to the U'terus, and an increase in the mucous
I
sebretions-coating, the uterine wal l. This progestational
j
phAse may also bE referred to as the luteal phase, otr the
.i
t,
second hal f of the menstrual cycle.. Tf an unf erti I lzed ovum
1,
I
relches the uterus, the entire:structuring of the uterine
wal I -ceases, its inner layen detaches, disintegrates,, and
Ieaves the uterus along with blood, resulting in the
,\r ;
" ineftstrua,l: fl'ow (Knobil, 1980).
There are considerable individuaf aifferences reganding
. thg age of. 'onset of the menstriia I f I ow, .. the cturat i on ot each
ofrthe menstruai cycie stages, and the impact of the
_l
menstiual cycle on qromen. This impact on the physiological
I
9responses of the woman will 'be expanded upOn in the
fd:llowing section3.
I       PlaSma Hormones
Dns during the menstrual cycle
3ti gatorS.  Bonen, Belcastro,
3ured the concentrations of
〕―stimulating.hormone,
prOgesterone, and_estrogen in a group‐of teenage swimmers
du卜ing One complete menstrual cYむle.  The´,swimmers, who
l
trLined 2 to 4 hours dally, were comparσ with a group of
l・
I:i:iitelleli:|:::i:ini;:1:°inth:dgilil::: ::0:irili:8 dult
days)wag ●horter than that of the adult women (28.5 ± 3。‐4
■‐ da'3)and that of・he teenage FontrOl group (28.3 ± 614
・daシ5).  The luteal phagσg ofi the control and adult groupg
weie alttO signif・lcantヽly shorter (J2 く .05)than thatヽof the
・tettnage swimrners.In the foH icular phase.the‐sw irrlmers′
計  lulei・
'lZing hormone concentrati:ns were elevated, and theirfollicle―stimulating hormone concentrations were decreased
in comparison with the otドer groups tp く 。 5).  The t'ime
from the luteinizing hormone surge‐to the onset of menses
(l中teざl phage)′was very short in the swimmers(4.5 ± 0。6
da13) in COmparisoh with th` length of these phases in both
thl adult (13.4 ± 1 。｀7 day3)and COntrol group (7.8 ± 3。0
days).  Gonadotropin doncentrations and luteal phase
progesterone・cdncentrati9nst_"ere in10t´s・1 壺ヽ ifica ぜly ditferent
in the adult and‐teenage control grOupso  The luteinizing
~||       ~           ~     :｀    ´                  ・ ~
1
10
hormone‐concenぜrations'in the swimmers during theヽluteal
phЪge were not significantly below normal.  The findingJ of
|
nd di｀fference in luteinizing hormone contentrations is
pal「ticularly interesting, because a deficlencY Of
|
Ll phage can cause a decrease
has bごen shown to produce`
(Bonen et al., 1981)。
,
Researchers have found that iヽncreased production of
ovarlan androgens inhibits follicular maturationo  Jurkowski
(1982)determin●d that l`inear increages in the ovarian
hd[mones, estrogen ard progesterone, occurred with tigh     _
inten3ity exerciseo  Thoge ovarian hormone increages were
grさater in‐the luteal phage (Jurkowskl, 1982), but were
abblished,by training (Bonen bt al., 1981).  Subjёcts ■ho
pa卜ticlpated ln 」urkowskl・′s (1982)study were exeTcised on a
bleycle ergometer for‐20 minutes at 30% of maximum power
output (Wmax), 20 minutestat 60% Wmax, and to exhaustion at.
1
90お Wmax.  Increageg in progesterOne‐were found during the'
|
luteal phase・, and in estrogen during ihe fOllicular phase,
only at exhaustion.  There was a longer time to exhaustidn
at190% Wmax in the luteal phase`cOmbined with ● 10Wer pla.1‖a
"lactate leOel during_ドeavy and exhaustil● exercise in the
luteal phage (when・compared to the follicular phasё).
Dutting the・fOl・licular phage, 」urkowski(1982)algo noted no
ト
change‐ in progesterone leve,ls and definite increages in
eSir°gen with exercise especially at the exhaustive stage。
Luteti n i z.ing hormone increased_with exerciЬe durl.ng the
=J‐
 ■ ■ ・ ' ' 1 ~ "'一   ワ
「
~――~~~― ‐   ■―…
l,
1
toit icular phase. However', durlng the Iuteal phase there
was no consistent alteration. In additlon,
f ol I icle-stlmulating hormone concentrations vrere.-greater at
1,.
exhaustion ducing the fol I icular phase, 'with no- change
t,duiing the lutedl phase-(Bonen et ol., 1981; Jurkowski,
i,
'It
198.2>:.
.ll .lJ ..
' ii Sut ton , Jurkowsk i., Keane, Wa I ken, 'Jonesi' an-d Toews
l'
I(1980) also found results simildr to those of Jurkowski
l(L982)' in a study_ designed to dxamirfe the ef fects of
lr
Iexercise on plagma catecholami'nes, insul in, glucose, and
I
Ilactate in relation to the menstrual cycle. Their results
I
showed that plasma progesterone. increased from 0.73 t O.07
11
」 ? ? ? ?
、? ?
?
?
．?
?
nジml,in the fOI Hcular.phago to 6。0±2 5 ng/ml in the｀
1
l
'luteal phase, 
"nO plagnra estrogen increasedi-
;pqnnl to 153.4 t 15.7 ps/ml . A'pattern of:
to e>iercise, which included an elevatlon of
levels of the ovarian hormones independent
gohadotropic control, was evident.
Obenstein,, Boat, Stern, Doerdhuk, and Light (1977)
stated that both endogenous and exogenous progesterone
increased minute venti lation and reduced alveolar PCOa
Th』y postulated that their findindb may have resulted from
l                        _anlincreaged sensitivity of the resplratory centヽer o C02
|
that was mediated by progesterdneo  Sutton et al。(1980)
|
Suむgested that the higher levelg of estrogen in the luteal
phlse may have caused a negative feedback responge that
l from 65。7 ± 3.5
hormonal responきe
thё pla.11la
of pituitary
l.
I
I
lr
suppressed
i
I
reSponse at
12
the luteinizing and fol licle-stimulat'ing hormonal
Metabol ic and Thermorequlatorv Responses
Menstrual cycle"changes that occur in the,femaie body
not on l y i nf l uence. the hormona l response to exerc i se,, .but
alきo induce metabolic and theむmoregulatory variations.
|
suttoh et al. (1980) studied the effects of the menstrual
lcycle on plasrna catecholamines, insul in, glucose, and
i,
Ilaitate levels in relation to. exercise lntensity. subjects
wb*e exercised at 45? and 80t of maximal aerobic capacity
j(V02max) in the'fol licular and luteal 'stages. plasma
epinephrine was fbund to have increased at both 45%, and B0%
V02max, but."the incnease was.greater with the heavier
exercise. Durlng the heavy bxercise, signtficantly greater
increases (g ( .05) were seen during the fol I icular phase
<78.2 ! 2.1 to 480.6 + 70.2 p.g/mt ) then during the luteal'
phase <4'4.8 ! 8.1 lo 297.5 t 35.2 pg/ml). plasma,
norepinephrine. also increased with exercise, however, the
differences between the phases were not significant. It wqs
Ialso determ'ined that insul.in levels durlng exercise were not
i'
I
affected'by -the'phase of th'e menstrual' cycle*(sutton et &1.,
l.t1980). Jurkdwski <:L982) ieported results siml"l'ar to those
!
of isutton et al. (1980).. From them she concluded that theI -- 
. 
r
epinephrinb increase during exercise seen in the fol I icular
phase may explain the'higher glucose levels also found-"in
tnis phase, because catechoIamines, particuIarIy
epinephrine, are.known to inf luence rates of glycolysis.
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I  Menstrual cycle phage hag been shown to be related to
b100d lactatごcOnCentratiOns, ag was i｀llustr ted in several
sttdiё3.  Jurkowski, Jones, Toews, and―Sutlon (1り81)
de占。hstrated that after heavv exercise bloOd lactate was
f  卜                                   ′
indreased more in the follicular, pheSe・than n the lutedl
「                      ‐
|
phise(6.62±0。8 mmo1/1v314.92±0■5 rFlmO 1/1,
re〒peCtiVely).  Blood lactate ati exhaustion was also higher
|inlthe follicular phase.than the luteal phase (8.12 ± 0。9
学
mm91/1‐。Si. 6。76,士 ・006 mmo1/1)。  Sutton et al.(1980)also
Stttted that plabma glucose and lactate were´gr ater in he
fol11lcular phase during heavy exerciseo  Thus, when estrogen
and prOgesterone are low during the follicular phごse, plasma
lactate is higher_ in response to heavy exercise.
Congequentl`y, endurance time is decreaged―in th folli ular
phage, when lactate levels are highegto  I・h Other words,
hiCh intensity exercise is`linproved during the luteal lhaSe
ag lactate production is decrdagedィ(」urkowskl et al., 1981).
All of the studieg reviewed have cemOngtrated that pla.::la
catecholamines increaged with exercise in females and that
the phase of the menslitrual cycle 19 1mpOrtant in determining
thё
‐magnitude of the responge.  Higher leve13 0f pla●IIla
epJnephrinet glucose,and lactate in the follicular phage
ar」 c6nsistent with an increaged stimu:atiOn Of muscle and
HleF」ycogend ysis h the fd Hcuたr phase.
I  Stephenson, Kolka, and Wllkerson (1982)studied the
mざlabOliC ,nd  hёrmoEegulatOiry re≒ぅぎntSごS tO,eXerCiSe during
“ r〔he variOus phases らif ぜhe mごnstrual cycle.  Each subject
13
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exdrcised On a bicycle ergometer on 5 8dpdrate days (Day9 2,
8, .14, 20, and 26 of the menstrual cycle)at submaximal and
mallmal exercise intengitiest  ThO.mean・chang  in core
telperature Was fOund ti be elevated On dayS lt4 and 20 at_
al l ettercise intёnsit es, which implled a dissociation of
melaboliC r:sponges from thermoregulatory responses,to
exercibe during the menstrual cyclb.  The var・iation in
metabolic and thermoregulatory respOnses, in relation.to the
phiSむ3 0f the menもtrual cycle, was assumed to be a possible
l
Cattbe for cyclic‐changeら n the.observed card10respilFatory
rё」ponse to exercise■
l       cardiovascular and Respiratorv=R●spOnges
I  ControVersy surrounds tドe cardiorespiratory tesponge、to
exercise during the menstrual_cycle'.. 」urkowskl et al。    _
(1981) investigated nine normally menstruating wome.n・in
midfollicular and mldluteal phages of the menstrual cycle
exёrcising at 33%, 66%, and 90% of maximum power ouぜput
(light, heavy,fand exhaustive exercisep respectively)。
ThJre,were no differenc13`fOund in heart rate, venti‐lation,
|                                                ‐
OXYgen uptake, or cardiac output between the twO phases・
|
du4ing li′ght and heavv exercisb・.  TheFe was no difference
found‐in heantiratδ lileasured duning mldfbliricular and
midluteal phases at exhaustion, and the phaoe of testing did
not alter carllac.Output`when heagごred haifway b tween light
and heavv exercise.  The researchers concluded that the
ph●se of the menstrual cYClb did not influence aerobic
pelformance and cardiorespiratory adaptatiohs_to,exercigし
,
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1nia later stidy conducted by Jurkowski (1982)oxygen uptake     ,
again was not influenced by the phagし of・the c cle‐.
Camberale, strindbe■9, a d Wahlberg (1975)also determined
‐    that the phase of thei menstrual´cycl  did not alter heart
ra eヽ,Or Oxygen uptake.  Simllarly, Littler,`Bo」orgeS二Bueno,
lanと
‐
Linkg (1974)found no difference between the luteal and
l・I→サ響工……“ふd瞳… pulm。鳴ご…口JdiSteh3ibility,.heart rate, and qystemic bloOd pressure were
examined. :       L
I  Petrofsky, LeDonne, Rinehart, and Lind (1976)｀examined
19omOtric strength, isometric endurance, and associated          ^
heart rate and blood pressure responseg in wOmen throughout
thき nOrmar menstrual cycle.  The .investigators concluded
that the'magnitude of the blood pressure and heart rate      '
reとponsel to isometric exercise'was not relat・d to either
endunance time to fatigue or the phage of the menstrual
cyc I e.
Similarly, stephengOn et al.(1982)found that neither
cyとle day por exercise intensity influenced V02maxo  Mean
Volmax arid average work time to exhaustion were no different
during the various phases of the.menstrual cycle. Also,
i
cy.9l e day di d not seem to i nf I uence exp i ratony vo lumes, mean
tidal volume., respiratory rate, or respiratory exchange
rat i o.
In contrast, Schoene, Robe?tsofl, Pierson, ,and Peterson
(1981) did find cyclic variations in respiratory drive.
Schbene et al. (1981) investigated the relationship betvreen
16
じyとll phase and ventilator■ reeponges in athletes and
nO,athletes。 ,. In normall,y menstruating sub」ectsb higher
reとting minute venti・lation (2 く .0001)and‐mouth occlusion
|
prもssures (E く .02)were found during the luteal phase.  In
|
ii!:::::: llp:IiClilialy:i:::pliC<Vi:i:lat;::m:iSi::Ses were
siξnificantly (12 く .05)decreased during the´l teal p ase
amttng the nonathletes.  Scいoene et alヽ。(1981) indicated that
veitilatory equivalents (vE/V02)Wごr  increaged during the
luteal phase, while camberale et al.(1975)found an
1
indreage specifically durino the menstrual phase.   Because
1
しndurance―trained ath.letes exhibit low ventilatory respongeg
to.,hypOxla and hypercapnia, there may be・n advantage of low
respiratOry drives for´optimal performance.  Indeed, the
nOnathletic group did show a significant decrease in
entturance performance with respect to・the increagel in
re,plratory drive during_the luteal phase.  However, the
athletes did not show a decreage in performance during the
l    .
game phase.  Thus, some phase3 0f the cycle may be more
coAducive to optimal exercise lerfOrmance than Otherg。
Allo, there is ample evidence that progesterone aff｀ects
Ve,tilatio■'(B nen et hl。.: 1981夕 」urkowgkitett,al。, 1981).
|
I  A direct effect Of increaseL progeёtёro ざmay be a′
primary metabolic acidQ913,r and hyperventllation may be a
COmpen3atOry,response.  England and Fahri (1976)observed a
dedき｀eage in end―tidal carbon diOxide pressure and in base
excesき.  The curve fOr end―tidal carbOn diOxlde pressure
t7
- 
indiicated that the tension dnoppdd from a mean value of gq.A
Ito 36.7 mmHg t0 day's af ter ovul'ation. There'was a paral lel
I'. decrease in base excess'resulting ln a pH of 7.3'8"to 7.40.l-
-t
The i'ai,rthors concluded that the primary,: disturbance coUld be.
ieither a venti latory or a metabol ic response to an incred'se
{
' - in progesterone during. the luteal phase. In either case , .'
'the Jauthors asserted that a considerable deCrease in body
I
CO2,Egspes would result from thesejchanges.
i,..
" lf Phvsical Performance
Ill;The physical performance of female athletes and
nonathletes is-greatly dependent upon theirtt'
cardi ores,p i rdtory, metabo I i c, aiid hormona I resrponseg
relative to the menstrual phase. A study conducted by
" Stephenson, Kolka, and Wilkerson (1980) examined the effects
1,.
I
' of .the menstrual cycle on- anabrobic threshold, working I
capacity, and perceived exertion. The"results indicated
- 
that" relative perceived exertion, maxlmal anaeroblc
capadity," and ktork intbnsity remain unchanged throughout the .
I
menstrual c.ycle. These results are in confl'ict with the
maiority of the research', which states that menstrual cycle
,,,
phase does al ter performance
Wearing, Yuhasz, Canipbel l, and Love <Lg?Z) conducted a
study in which seven tests of physical performance were
I
evaluat6d at four different times throughout'the menstrual
cycl e (premenstrual, menstrual, postmenstrual, and
. 
inteimenstrual ) ... The,resu.l ts- lndfcated- that the poorest
achidvement on each 'of the seven tbsts'uoccurriO during the
18
menstrual phase. The best achievement on al I tests sras seen
during the intermenstrual phase". The Investigators
concluded that the"ideal time for an athlete to perform is
immediatel y f ol I owing the postmenstrual phase. Simi I arl y,
Gamberale et al . <1,975) determined that reaction time was
slightly impaired during the menstrual phase, although no
change in mental work capacity was observed.
Petrofsky et al. <t976) determined that the isometric
endurance of women not taking oral contraceptives varied
sinusoidally, with peak endurance midwdy'through the
ovulatory phase and lowest endurance' miclvray through the
luteal phase. After immersion in watbr at gToC , the
isometric endurance of tho3e subjects not on oral
contraceptives was'measured. Maximal endurance $ras seen at
the beginning and erid'of their cycles, with the lowest
endurance at mid-cycle.
Diddle (1983) ascertained that women who su'f fer from
premenstrual tension apparently have a dimlnution in working
capacity. This athletlc inefficiency, however, may have
been due to factbrs other than the physiological changes
that accompany al" normal menstrual cycle, such as
"psychological. manifeg.tations :
,'-
\ Timonen aho'Protope <L'97L) compahba atnletes, casual
gymnasts (noncompetitive), and nonathletes in a survey baBed
study. "The athletes were found to have the fewest symptoms
of premenstrual tension, especial ly headache and
19
dysmenorFhea.  There were no signifleant differences between
the casual oymnasts and the‐nonactive .femalest
_  3ale and Davies (1983)argued that the most common  、
deleterious effects on sports performance often result from
charibes in balance between estrogen and´progesterone before
and during mengtruation.´The investigators exarnined the
effects of menstruation on thei phygicざl performance of lo9
physical education student3。  Of th  students surveyed,
69.7% st(atもd thait heだ9ビrual pごoblemsrЪffected their
performance.  PeFformance wag mainly affected‐on the days
immediately preceding menstruation and.during the first 2
days of the period。  Of.the etudents whoヽdid xperience
dY●1llenorrhea, two―thirdg felt that exercise'helped to
alleviate the problems, while one‐gixth t ought xercige
exacerbated thO・ir gymptomg.  The reseircherg believed that
the effect of the men3trual problems on performance may have
been mOre psychological than physiological.
‐Morris and Udry (1970)ヽinvestigated variationg in
pedometer activity ag related to the・mengtrual cycle in 34
women for at least one full menstrual cycleo  Thё resul s
indicated that human female activity is increaged around the
time of ovulation, which 19 congistent with findings in
lower'vertebrates.
Higgs and Robertson (1981) investigated changes in
perceived exertion (RPE), work capacity, and strength during
the four phases of the menstrual cycleo  Results indicated
that RPE at Vo2max wag significantly highёr (■ く .01)during
20
the brecycle and Day 1 cycle phas'es than at midcycle. The
run time on a treactrnl il at 7 mi les per hour (mph) and 2.5?
grade $ras signlficantly (-g ( ,01) decreased in the
premenstrual and Day 1 phase'. Thus, it would appear that
when work levels are intensive, RPE is higher and work
cadac i t,y i s I ower dur i ng the premenstrua I and menstrua I
phase than in midcycle.
Zaharieva (1965) conducted a survey of sportswomen at
the Tokyo Olytnpics;, Results showed that depending on the
ath I etes's part I cu I ar event , 60?€ to 808 of the ath I etes
continued to train, 2OZ to 35% often interrupt6d the
training, and 4% to 5% never trained dur.ing menses. The
h i ghest perc'entage, of sportsrromen who 
. 
never tra i ned dur i ng
menses were sr.lirrnirs (33%). Data on the,performance level
of athletes during menses showed that in 37% of the casee it
made no dif ference and in L7e€ the performance was lnvarlably
worse.
In addition to the apparent effects of estrogen and
progesterone balance on performance, dysmenorrhea syndrome
can adverselyraffect an athlete,s ability to function
(shangold, 1980). Prokop (L972) stated-that although great
individual differences do.:exIst, continuous, highly
strenuous performance, supercool ing, and shock should be
avoided immedlately before and during the.menstrual flow.
Prokop <1'972) reasoned that hormondl adaptions create a
spec.ial stress situation, predisposing to faulty reactions,
accidents, and performance-reducing circumstances. In
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contrast to the above finding●, Cendel(1976)asserted that
a poor perfbrmace should nOt be blamed on events in the
cycle that might coincidentall, coeX19t with the t・lme,of the
particlpation.
,Albohm (1976)argued that the influence of estrogen
causes the retention of godium and chioride which, in turn,
causes water retention.  A19o, welght increage● during the
premenstrual phaseヽち peakg on the 2nd・day of menstruation,
and then decreases until the 8th day.  Albohm (1976)al●o
indicated that women are morごactive during the luteal phage
becauge of the peak levels of estrogen.  The factors
affecting performance may be greater amOng very high level
competitors, and although the change in efficlencY may be "
very .llla l l, the‐superior athllete‐may be highly tuned to any
diffbrence, no matter what the magnitude.(Albohm, 1976).
These observed cyelical changeg in‐perform ce could
hold great implicationg for scientifically developed
training schedules.  Individual gehedul●3 baged on｀the
various phases of the menstrual cycle might be indicated,
especially at the professional 、l evel.  Fhat is, training
might be intengified during the luteal phase and diminished
around the time of menstruation.
Summarv
During the menstrual cycle there are definitely
physiological ang psychOlogical changes・t at could alter
―athleticヽperformanCeo  The.cyclic changごs of the basal
imetabOlld cbriceritrktiJons 6f estrOgき打 and progestbきone
,21
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influence many functions Of the bodyo  Some of the variables
that.may be influenced include heart rate, b10od pressure,
bOdソ temperature, electrolyte and water exchange,.and
sensory perception and awarenesse  Hormonal・ variations were
i・ndicated by Bonen et al。(1981)when they found greater
increases in ovarian hormones with high intengity exercise
duri'ng the luteal ph●seo  There were no・changes in
progesterone leve19 with exercise during the follicular
phagご (」urkowski et al。, 1981).  Plagma.epinephrine was a130
found to be increaged during light and heavv exercisし
'intensitieョ, especlally during the fσllicular phase (Sutton
et al。, 1980).  However, changes in pla.I:la nonepinephrine
did not seem as 3ignificanto  Jurkows卜1(1982)alしO found
that when estrogen and progesterone were low (during the/
follicular phage)pla.llla l actate｀wag higher in resゴOnge to
exercigeo  The resultg of most research indicate there are
alsb cardiorespiratory differences in responge to exerc19e,
although.this is controversial.
Perhals the most controversial igsue involving women
and exercige 19 whether lnenstruatlonヽ・dOes indeed alter
performance.  There is an abundance of・recent evidence that
indicates that performanCe, work capacity, and perceived
eズertioi are alterqd dし卜ihg Variousゝphage3 0f・the‐cycle.
Mogt of the evidence indicates a decreage in physical
performance durinこ‐the・premenstrual JIドase of the cycle
(Albohm, 19863 Diddle, 19833 」urkowskl ・et al., 19813 Weering
et al., 1972)。
・Chapter 3
METHODS AND PROCEDURES
.   This chapter´degcribes the・fol.lowing methods.and
prOcedure38 (a)Selectionl of ■ubjeCigち 〈b)testing
r., instruments and｀mざthod, of'data collelごゼlon,(c)scoring Of
dati,(d)‐treatment of data, and (e)summary.
Selection of_もむb^ibcts
Ten normally menstruating undergraduate females from
ltliaca College served・ag ubjects for this studyo  The
subjects were further categorized accdrding to athletic
status.  The nonathletic control grouP consisted of five
StVdents who were'・not participating in a,varsity sporte  The
athletic group congisted of fi・ve wom n′s track and field or
lacrosse athletes.
=       Each subject congented to participater and`signed an
lnformed Consent Form (see Appendix A)approved by the
All―College Revlew Board on Human Subjects Research。  O ly
those subJeCtS falling ihto CategOry A of the‐ Health Status
Evごluationg of Participants for Exercige Testing, as
classified by the American College of Sports Medicine (see
Appendix B), were utlll｀zbd as subjectge  Each subjectイs
status was determi'hed from a thbroygh pretest history taken
by the investigator.
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Testino Instruments and MetHods of Data Col Iection
Test i ng i nstruments were us'ed to obtai n physi o I ogi ca I
measurements in the fol lowing areas: (a) cardiorespiratory
endurance, (b) quadriceps isokinet-lc strength, power, and
endurance, and (c) plasna glucose and lactic acid.
:.Cardi oresp i ratorv Endurance
The. criterion for cardiorespiratory endurance was
maximal aerobic capacity, which was determined by the open
circuit meihod from expired air 
=ampies col lbcted during a
discontinuous, incremental workload test on a treactni I I .
The workload on the treactnill was gradually increased by
altering the grade, while the speed remained constant at 5
mph. A S-min warm-up perlod at 5 mph"and 5? grade preceded'
al I tisting. The dur"ation of, each stage of testing was 3
minutes. At the conclusion of each stage, the subjects srere
given a 1- to 3-min rest period. Tlme was monitored using a
clock with a 50-sec sweep hand
Pulmonary venti lation was JssesseO Oy the col lection of
expired air during the last minute of each stage. The gas
temperature $ras meaiiured= in degrees celsius with a standard'
thermometer, and a standard mercury barometer vras used to
determine barometnic.pressure. Whi le on the treactni I l, each
subject breath'ed'through"a mouthpiece attached. to a
low-reslstance, high-f low,. two-way plastic valve. Nose
cl ips $rere uti I ized-ouiing thei teiting to ar row f or total
gas col lection. A 1-inch diameter plastic hose connected
the respiratory valve to a Parkinson-cowen (p-c) flow meter.
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Af ter pdssing ttrough the P-C f low meten (which al lowed for
measurement'of ventilation), the expired air Passed through'
eeveral baff'les int6 a mixing chamber. The plastic mlxing
chamber measured tZ inches, in length and'5 inches in
di'ariieter and consisted of two baffle plate€ dlviding the
chaniber i.nto three compartmentb. From .the mixing chamber, a
snral I sample of gag wa5 drawn'by a vacuum Pump via plastic'
tubing into a Costill-Wilmore'gas safipling,valve. The gas'
sainpl ing system consisted of three 2-l lter anesthesia bags
that could be rotated LzO degrees to al low emPtylng. of the
bag containing'the 1-min col lection stample' into the'gas
ana I yzers .
Oxygen <O2> and carbon -dioxide <CO2 ) concenthations
were determined from al iquots using -antAppl ied
Electrochemistry Model S-3A 02 Enal Yzec^'and a Beckman F2,CO2
analyzec. Each analyzec was calibrated prior to each
treadnill test using a calibration gas of known
concentration. An Exersentry portable digital heart rate
meter was utilized to determine heart rate during the final
l-min col lection period at each-stEge.
A true i02r"* value $ras considered to have been
obtained when the f o.l lowlng criteria were met: (a) an
increase in oxygen consumption of less than 2 ml /kg,/min, o'i'
a plateau effect with increagin-g.wbrkload during a new
stage, (b) the achievement of a€e-predicted maximal heart
rate, and (c) the attairiment of. a r6spiratory quotient of at
least・1。0.
 ゝ   !
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Quadr i ceos St.renoth
Strength (peak slow-speed torque) of each subject's'
right quadriCeps muscle group wag determined'using a Cybex
II Isokinetic Dynamometer. Due to the nature of the
isokinetic device, the resistance to the. subject is only as
great as the force that the subject can generate. The
subject was given verbal instruction regarding the
fol lowing:
1. The speed control knob was adjusted to 50
'degr.ees./eec, the torque' range scale adJusted to 180 f t.lbs.,
and the position angle degree scale set at 150 degrees.
2. The subject was positioned on the apparatus in a ''
reproducible body position to allow for testing"of the right
quadriceps muscle group.
3. Pelvic and thigh "stabllizatlon straps were secured
as tightly as vras comfortable for each subJect.
4. The axie of rotation bf the .joint movement pattern
was al igned with 'the dynaniometir input shaf t.
5. The input accessory arm length was adjusted to
match the individual's I imb segment length.
6. The subiect was instructed to move her leg into the
anatomical zero Fosition (full extension) to allow for the
"* i zero"'ba5el ine to'be set. Af ter setiing the 'zec6 Sasel ine
i
with the electrogoniom'eter', th'e'input clirection was adjusted'
. 
to counter-c l6ckwi se,,
7. The investigator checked that alignment of
rotational axes and accessory arm I'ength $rere .o.r""t. l
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8。  With the rOこorder chart speed on “standby," the
subject performed 10 warm―up/familiarization repetitions at
each of the test speeds tO be used.
9.  The subJeCt Was informed to push:as hard and ag   ｀
l  fast as posbible from the beginning「to the end df each
repざtitiOn.
tギ ｀ 10・ Ihe char,「peedw´ag set to 5耐sec,ind the
'■
イ・すSubtteCt Was instructごd to pelform、five maximal repetition3。
11。  The subject wag ingtructed t16 stop, and the chart
speed wag｀reむet to “standbyon
12。  All muscular tests performed on.each subject were
plotted on a gingl●Pヽiece of chart paper for later
evaluatione
13.  Upon completion of the strength test, pOwer and
endurance were evaluated.、
QuadricepgレPower.
Power (peak'fast=speed torque)ドwas alg  determined
using.the Cybe* II, with the speed control knob adjusted to
180'degrees/sec. Eollowing the five maximal repetitions
performed at the 50 degrees/sec setting, the speed sOlector
vras quickly changed to.the faster,. 180 degrees./sec setting.
The subiect was asked next to perform five maximal
repetitions. The silbject vras then, instructed to stop., and
the chart speed was reset to " stand-by. " Upon comp l'et i on of
the power test, muscular endurance eras determined.
' Guadriceps Endurance-
Ouadriceps endurance (defined ad the number of
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repetitions to 50t fatigrue during a maximum effort) was
determined with the Cybex II set at 180 degcees/sec.
Inunediately upoh completion of the three povrer repetitions,,
the subject was instructed to perform maximal repetitions
unt i:l tol d to stop by the i nvest i gator. The stopp i ng poi nt
*.= id"t"rmined by the point when the subJbct could no longer
perform 50% of the'highest torque achieved at the beginning
of the endurancE test. Once the 50% mark was reached, three
repetitions past this point vrere counted to assure that the
first repetltion below 50?'wds not a"."by-chance" finding.
Plasrna Glucose and Lactic Acid
Glucose and lactate cal ibration curves were determined
from standard solutions prior to blood assaying. Prior to
and inunediatel y f ol lowlng the treacfini I I test, two 20:ul
samples of blood to be used. for the plasrna glucose analysis
were placed into a plastic centrifuge tube containing 200 ul
of 3% trichloracetic acid (TCA) with .25 g of sodium floride
(NaF). The procedure was fol lowed for both the"
before-testIng (prior tb lhe treactniII test) and
after-testing ( inrnediately fol lowing the treadni I I test)
blood samples, and the centrifuge tubes were labeled
accordi ngl y . The p I asnra gl ucose wad determi ned wi th the
,"o-tol'uidine method (Hyvarinen & NiklialE,:1962>. A
difference (del.ta) score was obtaineO for each individual by
subtract.i ng 
. 
thei bef ore-treactni l I dairi, f e f rom the
af ter-treacfni l'l sample of anal yzed blood glucose. The 20-ul
samples of blood that were used for the'enzymatic
?e
determination of plasma lactate were placed lnto centrifuge
tu6es containing 20-ul of 8? pdrchloric acid. The blood
samples were stored at 
-5OoC until anal yzed by the
. 
i nvest i gator . P I asma I act i-c -ic Id was determi neh by the
"enzymatic method (Mohnie-Lundholm et .i1.., 1955).
Blood glucose was determined. for each subject at the
two testing pdriods as fol lows!
1. The,.20' ul blood samples (before-exercising and
after-exercising) that were pipetted into the plastic
centrifr"ige t"ubes 
"ont"ining 200-ul of 3B TCA and NaF $rere
ceritrifuged for 5 mi:nutes'.
2. Then 80 ul of the. supernatant obtained from the
centrifugation in 'step 1 were pipetted into a test tube
containing 400 ul oI o-toluidine reagent.
3. The test tubes $rere mixed," chosed with Pardf i lm,
and incubated for, exactly 8 minutes.
4. Af ter a 10-min cool ing p'eriod, the absorbance of
eaih sample was read in a l0-mm microcuvette at EgO nm
against a blank which contained redistilled water in place
of the blood supernatant. Normal values for blood glucose
".: considered to fal I between 70 and 110'mg glucose,/lO0 ml
of blood.
5. Individual difference (delta) scores were o6tained
by subtracting-the before-treactniII values frbm the
af ter-treactni I I workout valueb
r
. I           .     ・    .
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Lactate concentrations \.rere determined'
spectrophotometrical ly by measuring the equimolar formation
of NADH. The f ol lowing -procedure $ras uti I ized:
1 . The ZO-u l. bef ore- and af ter-exerc i se b I ood sarnp I es
that were.pipetted into the plastic.centrifuge tubes
containing"20 ml of 8% perchoric acid $rere centrifuged for.G
minutes and then stored at 
-5OoC.
2. The supernatant obtained from the centrifugation in
step 1 was diluted volume to volume with redistilled water.
3. The f ol lowing redgents $rere pipbtted lnto a
centr i f uge tube: ( a) 200 ml gl yc i ne buf.f er .5M, 'pH 9 , wi th
hydrazine .4Y1, (b) 20 ml NAD solution 2.7 x 10-2Mi (c) 20 ml
di I uted supernatant , and ( d) 5' ml LDH..
. The'so'lution was incubated for t hour at 25oC and
transferred into a 10-ml microcuvette.
5. The dbsorbance'was read dt 340 nm agalnst, a blank
containing redisti I led water. Normal values for plasna
lact'ate are 10-15 mg lactate,zl00 ml blood.
'6. Difference (delta) sccires hTere obtained by
subtracting before-treacfni I I vilues from after-treactni I I
values of Iacti.c acid.
Scorino of Data
Data from the cardioreSpiratory endurance evaluation,
fi
quair i cepsi strength, power, 'and CnOuraqrc'e tests,, ahd p I asma
glucose and lactate assays were obtained for each subject
during the fol licut jr and lutehl phases.
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Cardlorespiratorv Endurance
lnitial readings of venti・lation, room temperature, and
barometric pressure were recorded prior to testiてng.
Temperature of the expi・red gag frOm the P―c flow meter was
recorded after each l―min collection period.  Those
measurements・wёre utilized to correct all o文ygen congumption
、 ゴ value, to STPDt.l The weighti of each,subjeしt wasl recorded in
'   ヽ                    1
=ヽ r pound● andl kllograms、beforb the bごgi・ nirg Ofl each test。
DurJng the fina1 1-Fin collecti9, periOd, the exうired
gas was℃ollected, heart rate wdg^red6rded, and fractional
02 and C02 1evelg wereヽdetermin d from the.gas analyzerse
The raw maximum ventilatory volume (VEmax)was cOnverted to
STPD, and that,value was cOmbined with the other necessary
values to compute 02 COnsumption, C02 productiOn,
、respiratory exchange rati。 (R), and V02max in i/min.
Indivldua1 02 COnsumption (m1/kg/min)was‐calculated by
dividing the corrected values (obtained in millimeter3)by
the body weight (kg)。
Quadriceps_Strenctゞ.‐POwer. and Endurance
The Cybex II Chart Data Card wasヽutilized to compute
・メ,Strength and power values.  The appropriate edge Of the grid
was aligned with´each graph to allow fOr measuremento  Peak
slow―speed torque (strength)and peak fast―speed_torque
(power)were recorded in foot―poun s. Muscular endurance of
the quadriceps muscle group was determined by counting the
number of repetitions to 50% f,tiOue during each maximum
effort functional gpeed test.
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Plasma Glucode and Lactic Acid
The concentrat,ions of the resultant determined for
glucose and Iactate plasna assays,srere read by a
spectrophotometer, dnd al I data were recorded. Upon
completion'of al I testing," each absorbance reading sras'
uti lr'iz.ed to calculate mg of lactate./l00 ml blood'and mg of
glucbbe,/lO0 ml bl ood. PI asna glucose and I act ic acid
difference scores were determined for each subiect according
to cal ibration curves at the fol I icular and luteal testing
phases.
Treatment of Ddta
The statistical procedure uti I ized to compare the
fol I icular and luteal phase performance changes
between the two groups of subiects ionsisted of a three-way
iirul tivariate analysi's of variahce (MANOVA). Univariate
ANOVAs vrere ruh on each variable' independently regardleSs of
t,he MANOVA results, so that the. results of this study could
be compared to previous investigations (al I of which
reported univariate statistics). F ratios beyond the .05
I eve I of probabi I i ty srere accepted as, si gn i f i cant .
Summarv
Subjects for this study were 10 undergraduate college,
students whb had norm'al menstruati'on pattLrhs. The subjects
vrere further categorized by athletic status into athletes
(! = 5) and nonathi'etes <n = 5). +he nonathletic and
.I
athletic groups underwent testi'ng to determine values for
cardiorespiratory endurance, quadriceps strength, pokrer, and
33
endurance, and plasma glucose and lactate levels, Each
subject was studied during the fol I icular phase and the
luteal phase. Fol I icular and luteal phase data for the two
groups'were.anal yzed by using a' three-way MANOVA.
l-
Chapter. 4
ANALYSIS OF DATA
:-_ is study was.conducted to determine the ef fects of
the follicular and luteal phases of the menstrual cycle on
the physical perfoimance of athletes and nonathletes. The
performance parameters measuned were cardiorespiratory
endurance <vo2max),' maximum' ventl lation <vlilnax>, quadriceps
. isokinetic strength, power, endurance, and plaBma glucose
:. 6nd lactate changes during exercise. The performance data
of athletes and nonathletes were subjected to three
multivariate analyses of variance (MANOVAs) to identify the
differences'between the two menstrual cycle phases for the
two- group'S. In al I cases, F rdtios beyond the .05 level of
probabi I ity srere accepted as signif icant. This chapter
presents the results of the statistlcal analyses of the data
in the fol lowing four, sections: (a) cardioreepiratory
endurance, (b) quadriceps stringth, power, and endurance,
(c) plasma glucose and lactic,3si6, and (d) summary.
The raw values, means, and Standard errors of the
cardior.espiratopy enhurance <VO2.maxl and maximum. venti latory
<vghax) da'ta ddtErmined-frori the tr*eactiril'i test are shown in
Appendices C and D, respe_ctively. In. the MANOVA procedure
l, j
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the between―group fact‐or (athletic status)and the within■
group factor (test time)were first tested for any
interactions.  The combined pulmonary data indicated no
significant interaction with F(2, 7)= 2.71, ■ > 。05.
The multivariate between―grotlp  difference between
athletes and nonathletes was not significant, as shown with
、畢(7,7)=4.51,2> 。0 。.The multivariate difference
“beむ缶een thざ folliむu、la卜 attd l'uteal phases was found to be
significant on comblned Vp2matt and VEmax data with 二(2, 7)=
20。75, ■・く 。05.  The disじむ・im nant function analysis
. identified the percentage of contribution to the within-
group dif f'erence between the fol I icular and luteal phases
f or the pulmoirary variabl"e. For the phase-dependent test
time difference, tO2max contributed 8,4.9% to the
discriminant function, while Vgm"* contributed 15.1%..
Eigure 1 indicates'that,a'thletes and nonathletes bbth
had signi.f icantly higher. V02max scores in the fol licular
phase than in the luteal phase, F(1, 8) = 37.37, p < .05.
Although the pattern of change was the same for both groups,
athletes had consistently higher Vo2max'values; E(1,8) =
8.98, & ( .05. The ANOVA for Vgmax indicated no significant
difference between athletes and nonathletes, F(1, 8) = 1.85,
g > .05. HowbVer, there v,'as a signif icant'ordinal
interaction of phase by group, F(1, 8) = 6.L6, p( .05, A
further analysis indicated that, althougH VEmax was
significantly higher for both groups in the' luteal phase,
F( 1, 8) = 25.60', p. < .05, the' dif f erence between f ol I icular
36
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and luteal values wis signlficantly greater for nonathletes
than for athletes (see Figure 2>.
Guadriceps Strenqth. Power. and Endurance
The rav, values, means, and standard errors of the Cybex
test variables (quadriceps isokinetic strength, power, and
endurance) a're'presented in Appendices 
.E, E, anA d ,
respectively. The combined Cybix data indicated no
signif icant interaction, E(3, 6> = !.37, p ) .0S. The
multivariate between-group difference between athletes and
nonathletes was signif icant, F(3, 6> = 5.55, E < .05. For
the between-groups difference, quadriceps. endurance-
contributed 92.2% and quadriceps strength 7.5% to "the
discriminant function. The multivariate within-group
difference between cycle phases was also sigqificant,.
E(3, 5) = 39.09, 
-p. < .05. The discriminant f unct ion\
analysis indicated that quadriceps ehdurance contributed
.87.4% and quadriceps strength added 9.9% to the cycle phase..
di f ference .
F i gure 3 i nd'i cates that both ath I etes and nonath I etes
luteal phase than in the fol I icular phase: (a) isokinetic
strength', E(1, 8) = 75.49, (b) isokinetic power, E(1, g) =
61.97, and (c) isokinetic endurance, E(1, B) = 104.0.
Al though the pattern 
.of change was the same for both gnoups,
athletes had significantly higher (g < .0S) Cybex values
than the nonathletes: (a) strength, F(1, B) = 10.98, (b)
37
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pow-er, F(1, 8) = 15.45, and (c) endurance,-E(1, B) = 15.Zg.
A further analysis indicated that the difference between
fol I icular and luteal values was greater for nonathletes
than for athletes (see Figure 4>. It should be noted that
some subiects were tested first during the follicular phase,
ahd others testid f i rst dur i ng the I u'tea I phase , to contro I
for any learning effect. In addition, the Cybex test
administrator had no knowledge of the particular subject,s
menstrual phase.
':iPlasma^Gluiose'and.oLactic"Acid,
The 'raw. va lue's, de I ta scores, means, and standard
* , ' 
-- 
-
errors of the p lasma gl ucose 'and 'tait'ate leve ls measured
before and after the treactnilI test are presented in
Appendices H and f, respectively. Fol I icular and luteal
de I ta scores were der i'ved 'by subtract i ng p I asma va lues
obtaihed after'the workout. The combined plasma level data
indicated no interaction, E(2, 7) = .54, p > .OS. There was
no significant difference between athletes and nonathletes
when plasma gl'ucose and lactate delta scores were examined
in combination, E(2, 7> = .27, p. > .0S. In addition, the
ANovA for plasmh glucose, F(1, 8) = .49, and f or lactic
acid, F( 1, 8) = .35, indicated no signif icant dif f erencds
(e > '05) between athletes and nonathletes. The plasrna
values for athletes and nonathletes were combined because
there was no significant difference between the groups. For
the comb i ned groups, the mu i t i.var i aLe di f f erence between the
41
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f ol i icular and luteai test"ing phases \ras- determineo to be
significant for combined plasma data, y<2, ?> = Z4.LS,
!. < .05.
The discriminant function analysis indicated that
pi asrnh I actate contr ibuted 88.8% and p lasrna gl ucose rL .z% to
"the cycle phhse difference.
Figrure 5 indicates that athletes and nonathletes-
combined had s.ignif icantly highen glucose delta scores in
the follicular phase than in the luteal phase, E(1,9) =
20.23' p < .05. The ANovA for plasma lactate delta scores
also showed signif icantly higher values in the fol iicuiar
phase than in the lutedl phase, F( 1, 8) = 2O.S?, p < .OS.
combining the values for athletes and nonathletes, piasma
giucose was determined to have increased f rom Lz.gs to zz.go
rygiLOO ml and .plasma'lactate 'f rom 4.00 to B.O0 mg,/tO} ml
ouring the fol I icular phase.
Summarv
. 
There were significant differences found betweeh
.,fol licular ahd luteal. testing phases (n' < .OS) when
cardiorespiratory endurance, quadriceps strength, power, and
endurance, and hematological variables were subjected to a
MANOVA. The 'mu i t i var i ate di fference between test i ng phases
was found to be significant on combined cardiorespiratory
data, oD combined Cybex data, and "also on combined plasma
data. However, thire was only a signi'f icant multivariate
difference between athletes and nonathletes for combined
Cybex data.
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The ANovA for vo2rn"* indicated that both athletes and
nonathletes had signif icantly higher cardiorespiratory
endurance values during the follicular phase than during the
luteal phase. Athtetes had consistently higher t'o2max
values. The ANovA for vEmax indicated.^no significant
difference between athletes and nonathletes. when athletes
and nonathletes were' combined, vEmax was'-signif icantly
higher during the luteal phaso. The difference between
testing phases for vo2max ano vgmax webe consistently
greater for the nonathletes than for the athletes.
Athletes and nonathletes both had significantly higher
cybex scores in the luteal phase than in the fol I i"cular
phaseo  Whilt thb_pattern of ℃ ,anbe Was―th  same for bOth
g´roups, ahtletes had significantly higher Cybex scores than
the nonath'letes: A further analysis-"indicated that the
difference between follicular and luteal values was greater
for the nonathletes than for'the athletes.
There were no siginificant differences between athletes
and nonathletes when plasma glucose and lactate.delta scores
were analyzed. Athletes and nonathletes combined had
significantly higher glucose and lactate delta values in the
foilicular phase than in the luteal phase.
Chapter 5
DISCUSSIOIT OT RESULTS
This study examined'the ef f edts 'of the f ol l.icular and
iuteal phases of the menstrual cycle'on the physical
perf ormance of .inf etes ind noriathletes. A treackni I I test
was used to determine each subject's maximal aerobic
capacity. Blood samples were drawn before and after the
treadmill workout and assayed for plasma glucose and lactate
levels. Individual delta scores were obtained by
subtracting the bef ore- f rom the af t'er-treacfrni I I values. A
Cybex Ii Isokinetic Dynamometer was utilized to determine
quadriceps isokinetic strength (peak slow-speed torque),
power (peak fast-speed torque), and endurance. MAN0VA"was
used to identify any changes in the performance parametdrs.
The discussion has been divided into the following sections:
(a) cardiorespiratory endurance, (b) quadriceps strength,
power, and endurance, (c) plasma glucose and lactic acid,
and (d) summary.
Cardioresp i ratorv Endurance
There was a significant difference between the luteal
and follicular testing phases in the maximal aerobic
capacity and maximum ventilation of athletes and
nonathletes. V02max values were significantly decreased
45
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from the follicular to the luteal testing phdse in both
groupeo  Maximum ventilation (VEmax)was shOwn to be higher.
durlig the luteal phase in both groups.  It should be noted
that endurance trained athletes exhibited 10w respiratory
‐drives, which enhance optimal aerobic performance.  These  ・
results were consistent with the findings from a previOus
_study conducted by Schoene et al。(1981). The present study
determined that cardiorespiratory endurance was enhanced
during the luteal phase.  These results may be supRorted bソ
a previOus study conducted by Albohm・(1976), who stated that
the high levels of estrogen found during the follicular
phase are accompanied by an increased heart rate, an
increased cardiac contractile force, and higher arousal
levels, which have been associated with increased sen30ry
・.perception◆  However, the present study/s results were
inconsistent with the investigators who fOund no cyclic
variations in performance (Camberale et al., 19753 」urkowski
et al., 19813 SuttOn et al., 1980)。
There were significantly 51llaller differences in lolmax
and VEmax be｀tween phases fOr the athletes than forヽthe
nonathletes.  In summary, both groups did show a significant・
decrease in Vo max values and an increasci li VEmax‐values
during the luteal phase.         ・
AltごratiOns in Cvbex lsOkinetiヽc Paramet rs_
In both athletes and nonathletes there was a
significant difference between luteal and fOllicular testing
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phases when quadriceps strength, powerl and endurtance were
measured.  cOnsistently 。lHaller scores in all Cybex
i30kinetic parameterき were found in both grou,s during the
follicular testing phase.  Thёse results are cOnsistent with
the findings from several previOus studies (Alb6hm, 1976;
Bale & Davies, 19838 Hi'ggs & Robertson, 19813 Wearing et
al., 1972).  A further analysis indicated that the
difference betweёn luteal and fOllicular values was greater
for the nonathletes than fOr the athletes.  Perhaps the
athletes′ responge tO exertise was more highly｀tuned t
dざy―to―day physiological fluctuatiOns that may better adapt  ・
them to a change in efficiency.  These reeults were
inconslstent With the findings frcimta preylous study
conducted by Timonen and Procope (1971).  Those researchers
found nci si・gnificant difference 5etwёen gymnas s and
inactive females when the subjects were asked to describe
menstruation―relatёd symptoms.
Plasma glucose and lactate deita scores determined from
before- and after-treactniII samples were shown tb differ
significantly between the luteal and fol I icular testing
phases. Plasma glucose delta scores increased from Lz.gs
mg/Loo ml in the luteal phase to 22.90 mg/r00 "ml in the
fol.licular. Plasma lactate delta scores increased from 4.oo
mg/ LO6 ml i n the I utea l ph'ase to B. OO mg,/ LOO ml i n the
fol I icular testing.phase. The findings of the present study
are consistent with the results of previous studies
(」urkowski, 19823 JurkO●ski et al., 1981: Sutton et al.,
1980).  Jurkowski(1982)speculated that the higher glucose
levels found during the follicular phage may be related tO
the increase in catecholamines that she also fOund in this
phase.  It should be noted that V02max values decreased from
the follicular to the luteal testing phase as did the plasma
lactate delta valueご (difference of after―minus
befOre―treadmユll values).  The decline in V02max and plasma
lactate was consistent with the signi｀fican  decrease in
treadmill time (」2 < .05)that oc.curred during the luteal
testing phase.
Summarv
The resul、1 0f thisistudy were compared andにcontrasted
to the f'indings of うreOious rёlated studies.  TherO were
significant ditferences between the follicular and luteal
testing phases in all physical parame`terb measuredo  Maximal
aerobic capacity (V02 max)was signifidantly reduced from the
follicular to the luteal testing phasさ。  Ac ivities that
require maximal cardiorespiratory endurance would benefit
from participation during the follicular phase of the cycle,
when lactic acid increases are better tolerated.  Maximum
ventilation was significantly increased from the follicular
to the luteal phase.  The difference between follicular and
luteごl V02max and VEmax values'was greater for nonathletes
than for athletes.  Perhaps the athleteS′ response to
exercise was more highly tuned to dayrto―day physlological
48
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fluctuations that may enable them to better adapt to a
change in efficiency.
Guadriceps isokinetic strength, power,. and endurance
decreased during the follicular.phase-. If quadriceps
strength, povrer, and endurance are representat i ve, then
,'-optimal isokin'etic''penformance would be expected during the
a
luteal phase. There $ras also a significant difference
between athletes and nonathletes in all cybex parameters.
While the pattern of change was the same for both groups,
athl"etes had signif icantly higher Cybex values.than
nonathletes. However, the di.fference between follicular and
luteal values was greater for' the nonathletes-than for the
ath I etes.
The resul ts of this study lrere consistent with previous
siudies that indicated that the menstrual cycle phase did
affect physical performance and, in general, that observed
differences varied with fitness levels. Specifical ly,
.cardiorespiratory endurance, plasma glucose del ta scores,
and Iactate delta scores were Iower, while quadriceps
isokinetic strength, power, and endurance were higher during
the luteal phase than during' the fol I icular phase of the
menstrual cycle.
Chapter 6
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR' FURTHER STUDY
Summarv
The purpose of this study was to determine whether the
menstrual cycle phase affected physical performance and
physiological parameters measured in athletes and
nonathletes. This study was condusted on 10 subjects,'5^who
were classified as athletes, and 5 who r.rere classified as
nonathletes. Each subject was tested twice; ooce during the.
fol licular phase and ag'ain during the luteal phase.
separate measurements were col lected for cardiorespiratory
endurbnce and maximum ventilation (as determined. by a
treadmi I I workout), quadriceps strength, power, and
endurance (as assessed.by a Cybex II Isokinetic
Dynamometer), and plasma glucose and lactate delta scores
(calculated as the difference between before- and
af ter-exercise blood'samples) during both the fol I icular and
luteal testing phas€s.
There were significant differences between luteal and
fol I icular,'phas'es'(g < ':os), wiien cardiopulmon'ary, cybex, and
.;
p I asma paiameters were exami'n6d. " Ath I etes and nbnath I etes
exhibited larger tal0dsrin'vo2m'ax apd in plasma glucose and
iactate delta values, and smaller values in VEmax and in
quadriceps strength, power, and endurance, in the fol,l icular
phase than in the iuteal phase. Athletes had.signif icant
'so
?，
?
?
higher VO2max, quadriceps strength, power, and endurance
va I ues than the nonath I etes. Ther'e was no si gn i f i cant
difference between athletes and nonathletes when changes in
plasrna glucose and lactic acid values were anal yzed. For
" the cardiopulriron'ary and Cybex parameters, the nonathletes
ekhibited a si'gnif iCantly greater difference between
menstrual phases, The above changes.were significant at the
.05 level of probability when MANOVA statistical procedures
srere ut i I i zed. Theref ore , the nu I I hypothes i's that stated
'there is no difference in performanie parameters of athletes
and nonathletes measured during the follicular and luteal
menstrual pha5es was rejected.
Conclusions
The findings of'this study support the following
conc l'usi ons: ',
1. It Vormax and VEmax are representative, then
activities that require max"imal cardiorespiratory endurance'
would benefit from participation- during,the fol I icular
phase
2. It lactic acid,and glucose levels are
representative, activities that reiuine maximal
cardiorespiratory endurance would benef it from participat"ion
during the fol I icular phase of the cycle, when lactic acid
increases are better tolerated.
3. It quadriceps strength, por"., and endurance are
iepresentative, then optimal isokinetic performance would be
expected during the luteal phase
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4. The lesser phase-dependerft dif ferences ( in al I
chrdiopulmonary and Cybex isokinetic. parameters) found In
' the athletes cotild be attributed to the fact ttrat athl'btes
are more highly tuned to their total physiology.
Recbmmendations for Eurther -Studv
The f indin'gs of this study led the investigator to
sudgest the fol lowing reiornmendations for further studies: "
1. Involve a larger number of subjects in each group
to control for individual var'iationg.
2. Examine performance parameters at al I four
menstrual phases (premenstrual, menstrual, intermenstrual,
postmenstrual ).
3. Examine the effects of various phases of the
menstrual cycle on insul.i'n binding. . "
4. Obtain plasna gluco'se' and, Iactate de'l ta scores f rom
blood samplds takin before and'after testing on the Cybex II
Dynamometer.
Appendlx A
iNFORMED CONSENT FORM
. I. a) Purpose of the study: Research is being
--boilducted to de'termine the ef fects of the foll icular and
' luteal phases of the menstrual' cyc,les on cardiovascular
endurance (Vo2max), muscular strength, power, and endurance,
and plasma gluiose and lactate levdls of athletes and
nonath I etes.
b) Benef its: The resuIting inforlmation may prove
useful in ansvrering the many questions woin-En have regarding
their menstrual cycle and exercise, pdtrticular.l y during
menstrual flow.
iI. Method: As a subject, you will be asked to
participate in the fol lowing manner:
a) Monitor your menstrual activity for 1 month
prior to participating in the study, and submit this
information to the investigator.
b) During the following month, you wi 1l be asked to
report to the electrophysiology lab, Room 2O9, in the New-
Academic Facility for one Cybex II test at a specified date-
according to your menstrua'l activity. This device is used
to record muscular strength, po$rer, and endurance of your
quadriceps muscle group. The Cybex II Isokinetic
Dynamometer is an exercise device similar to Nautilus
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exercise equipment. This test will take from 20 to O0
minutes. The same day you'wi ll be asked to report to t,he
training room in tlie Ceracche Center to participate in a
treaomi t t cardi ovascu l ar test to determi ne yor.ir max imh l
aerobic capacity. This test will consist of a gradual
increase in wbrk level until a predetermin6d heart rate is
achieved. The treactni I I test wi I I take f rom 30-40 minutes.
Following the treactnill test, a small sample of blood will
be taken by trained personnel to determine glucose and
lactate levels during exercise. The blood sample will be
drawn from your fingertip using a simple fingertip prick
techn i que .
c) According to your menstrual. history, you wi I I
be asked to return approximately 2 weeks after the first
battery of tests to undergo the identical Cybex II,
treadmi l l, and b.lood tests in the same sequence.
III. Will this hurt? There are nb apparent physical or
psychological risks involved in thi's study. The Cybex II is
a device routin-ely used in muscular force evaluations in
which the safety of the subject is maximized. Due to the
'isokinetic nature of this device,, the resistance on the
subject is only as great as the force that 'th:'subject can
generate. ,The treh.dmill <V02"*"*) test is the equipment
rbutinely used in cardiovascular endurance testing. The
minimai risk involved for ih" cardiovascular testing can be
equated to that' of other physi ca I I y exhaust i ve' exerc i ses.
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Only individuals who dcii not_ fall into a risk category ag
class・ified by the American College Of Sports:Medicine ■ill
be a・l16wed to participate in this study.  The treadmill
apparatus is commonly used in thie rehabilitation of cardiac
patients.  The minimal risk involved_in the blood tests will
be reduced as only quallfied personnel will be taking the
samples.
IVo  Need more' information?  If you wish to know more
about the study Or the f‐inごl esults, please feel free to
contact me:  Lynn Clement, School of HPER, Ithaca College,
Ithaca, New York, 14850, or Dr. Do Po Thomas at x3139.
Vo   Withdrawal from‐thё study.. PュrticipatiOn is
voluntary, and your initial、agreemen  to part・ici te does
not prevёnt you tき。論 ‐discOntinuing.yOur participation at aiy
time。
VI.  Will the data be maintained in confidence?  It is
assured that names in this study will`be kept in the
strictest confidence.  You will iot be personally identified
by name, initials, or any other means during the
interprёtati'on or final preseritation of the data.
Individual identification wi・ll be d scarded after the
results have been tabulated in・the form of means and
きtandard deviations.
VIIo  l have read the above andヽI understand its
contents.  I agree to participate in the study.  I
acknowledge that l am 18 yёars of age or older and that I
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have been identified as an individual who does not fall into
a. risk category for'stress-testing as classified by the
ACSM.
S i gnatune Date
Appenditt B
CLASSIFICAT10N BY ACE AND HEALTH STATUS
OF PARTICIPANTS FOR EXERCISE TESTING
Caltegory
:  :   =   ・
A    Aё
'mptomatic, pAy6ically 
ヨctive personき Of
any age without CHD ri｀sk factors or disease
B    パgymptoma‐ticl・physica・1(1' inhctive person3
1ess thain 35 yごars of agO without CHD risk
faictors or digeage
C    Attymptomati c, physically inactive person3 35
years and older without CHD・riskfヽactorg or
disease
D    Asymptomatic, physically inactive persong ofエ
anV age with CHD risk fhctors but no known
disease
E    AsymptomatiC Pergong of any,age with known ｀
digeage
F    Symptomat｀lc, physically active persons
clinically stable‐for 6 months,or longer
C    Symptomatic, physically inactive persong
clinically stable for 6´months or longer
H    Symptomatic persong´with ecent onset of CHD
or a change in diseage status (Example:
Recent mシocardial infarction, unstable
angina, ｀coronary artery bypags surgery)
I    Persons for w輌om exercise is contral'ndicated
a From American Col・lёge of Sports Medicine.
Classification.bブ age,and health status of participants
for exercise testing.  Cuidelines for Craded Exercise
Testinq and Exercige Prescription', 1980, p. ‐3.
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Appendix C
to2maxa DURING, Two pHASEs oF MENSTRuAL cyclE
Gioup Lutea I Follicular?? ???
Nonath I etes
46.4
30.6
51.2
32.0
31.0
51‐.9
34。1
58.8
42.4
33.2
41.2 ± 3.3
???
?
?
38.2 土
4.4
44.1 土
5.0
Athletes
64。2
55.1
61.2
41.7
63.1
69。1
57.0
65.0
49。3
68.6
59.4 ± 2.8
???
?
?
57.1 上
4.2
61.8土
3.8
Comb i ned 47.65 土
4.2
52.94土
4.2
?
? ?
??
?
aVa I ues repor t ed .as ml /kg/,mi n .
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Appendix D
vE*"*" ouRINc rwo pHAsES oF MENSTRUAL cYcLE
Group         Lutea]       Follicular       M     SE―
97.8
79,0
NOnathletes.       105.3
86.9
69。2
95.1       82.8 ± 4.3
87.5      り    71。       ・
70.9 65.0
M         88。1 ±         77.6 土
SE         6.2            5.7
89。9`          ・81.。7
89。6           82.4i    ´
Athletes            98。5       102.5       91.7 主 2。1
911.8         911.0
97.9           92.2
_■す     9Q05.キ略  : 89。9土
SE         l。9            3。8
Combined  M         90.8 上   89.9 土
SE         3.2           3.8
aValues reported as 1/min.
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Appendix E
__I',_'_'_',_a1iI'Iog__1ul'10_I_o__'-ry_1_11ryryl1_T_1"1_
Group Luteal' Follicular       M???
NOnathletes
120
98
120
103
89
106。0 +
6.1
105
81
95
86
71
96.8 ± 5。0
?
? ?
??
?
87.6 +
5.8
Athletes
104
148
138
158
139
98
127
131
: ,.  147ヽ・
119
8。0
130.9 ± 6.1
カ
M It・1脅14+.'t124.4キ
鉦 9。1
ca戴)ined M 121.7+ 106.0 +
SE:         7.4             7。7
aVユlues repOrted t● ft. lbs.
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Appendix F
MUSCULAR POWERa DURING TWO PHASES 〔〕F MENSTRUAL CYCLE
Group Lutea I Follicular ?????
・¨Nonathleteき
95
71
96
78
61
80.2 +
6.8
87
57
76        72.7 +  5。4
62
44
65.2 +
7.5
?? ?
??
?
Athletes
93
114
107
126
115
89
101
103
118
100
106.6 +  3。7
M       lll.0+102。2 +
4.65.4???
Combindd  M
SE
95.6 +
6.6
83。7 +
7.4
aValues reported as ft. lbs.
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Appendix G
MUSCULAR ENDURANCEA DURING TWO PHASES OF MENSTRUAL CYCLE
Croup Lutea I Eol I icular ?????
Nonath I etes
?
?
??
?
?
?
?
?
?
18
21
20
16
15
2019 +  1..3
?
?
? ?
?
23。8 +
1.6
18。0 +
1.1
28.            25
Athleteg
?
?
??
?
?
?
?
24
29、
30
32
30.2 ± 1.5
?
? ?
??
?
32.4 +
2.3
28。0 +
1.5ヽ
Combined  M
SE…
28。1 +
2.0
23.0 +
`1.9
aValues reported as number of repetitions.
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Appendlx H
PLASMA CLUCOSEa DURING TWO PHASES,OF MENSTRUAL CYCLE
Group Lutea I
B'ef ore Af ter A Fol I icularBefore After △
Nonathletes
97.9   119。2
86.3   100.1
126.1   150.6
89.1    99.1
90。‐6   100.5
109.4   134。,7   25.3
89.8   126.7   36.9
120。9   149。1.  28.2
91。4   111。3   19。9
76.8    86.9   10。1
21:3
13.8
24.5
10。0
9 9
?
? ??
?
?
98。0   113.9  1・5.6・+
2。9
97◆7   121.7   23.6 +
4。4
Athlete3.
94。6   114.9  20.384.・6・  124.4   39.8
73。0   9σ.4  47.4
96j2   110。3   14.1
77t2  198.6   21.4
85.9   106.3   20.4
78。0
95。9
77.1
84。1
85.2   7.2
98:1   2。2
9031  13◆0・ a｀
93.6   9.5
Combined M  85。9 つざ.4 10■3韓 83.4 106。0 22。+
3。0
??
? 4。4
aValues reported as mg,/L00ml .
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Appendix I
PLASMA LACTATEa DURING TWO PHASES OF MENSTRUAL CYCLE
^ 
Group Fol I icular
A. Bef ore Af ter A
Lutea I
Before" After
Nonathletes
13L0
13◆7
15。4
13.6
11.0
・20.2
15.5
17◆5
18。0
15.2
7.2
1.8
2.1
4。4
4.2
13.8
13.6
13.9
14.5
12。2
29,.7   15。9
17.4   3。8
18.9   5。0
20。8    6.3
19.2   7.0
M      13.3  、 17.3
SE
13.6  _21.2.6+
1.0
1。4
7 +
2.1
1.6
Atドlb‐tes
1'8.6    20。 0   1。4    20◆4    28.1    7。7
16ざ7    20.5   3。8  14.5    19.1    4.6
18。7    28.5   9。8   15。9  ｀ . 29.5   13。6
15。6    19■4   3。8    15。9   127.1   11.2
13。7   .20.6   6.9    14。5  23.61   9。1
Combined  M
SE
16。7    21。8   4.4 +  16。2   25。5    8.8 ±
:-------
aValues r'ep'orted as mg,/ 100m1 .
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